2002 mitsubishi lancer fuse box diagram

Autos helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the
interior fuse box of your Mitsubishi Lancer in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Lancer is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first,
because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Mitsubishis have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your Lancer is located. If your Lancer has many options like a sunroof, navigation,
heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make
sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to
replace a blown fuse in your Lancer, make sure you replace it with one that has the same
amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question
doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They
should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some
other problem with your Lancer. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They
also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks
to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. How to seal minor transmission fluid
leaks. Minor transmission fluid leaks can often be fixed with the right sealant - see how to do
this. Top up power steering fluid. Help keep your car as responsive as you are by maintaining
proper power steering fluid levels. If your car blows hot air when your air conditioner is turned
on, try recharging the freon first. Seal minor power steering fluid leaks. See how to seal up
minor power steering fluid leaks. See all videos for the Mitsubishi Lancer. We have a massive
and growing video library, but we don't have everything This pictorial diagram shows us a
physical connection that is much easier to understand in an electrical circuit or system. An
electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections, indicating their relative positions. The
use of this Array can be positively recognized in a production project or in solving electrical
problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even derail electrical plans. The layout
facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and
implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making repairs. It shows whether the
installation has been appropriately designed and implemented while confirming the safety
regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position and arrangement of devices
and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the device. This is unlike a
schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components interconnections on the diagram
usually does not correspond to the components physical locations in the finished device. A
pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over physical appearance. They only
provide general information and cannot be used to repair or examine a circuit. The functions of
different equipment used within the circuit get presented with the help of a schematic diagram
whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal lines. However, these lines are known
to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A represents the original and physical
layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture with different symbols shows the
exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its components are shown by the pictorial to be
easily identifiable. They are often photos attached with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the
physical components. A person with a strong knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only
understand a pictorial. ITzzr wiring diagram. FRmiraclejean kinggo fr. Lake Chevy helped make
these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of
your Mitsubishi Lancer in addition to the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical components
such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows all have fuses and if
they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown out. If your Lancer is
experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first, because they are
relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Mitsubishis have multiple interior fuse
boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse box of your
Lancer is located. If your Lancer has many options like a sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc,
the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all
of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in
your Lancer, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse.

If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we recommend
seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if
the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem with your
Lancer. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their
cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the
road. Carmakers are hiding interior fuse boxes all over the place these days - see how to check
your interior fuses here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also
slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to
help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Determine if your air filter is dirty. Learn
where your air filter is located and how to determine if it needs to be changed. Add antifreeze.
Low coolant levels is all to common - top yours up today. Check for a blown interior fuse. How
to seal minor transmission fluid leaks. Minor transmission fluid leaks can often be fixed with the
right sealant - see how to do this. See all videos for the Mitsubishi Lancer. We have a massive
and growing video library, but we don't have everything Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual.
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pressures p. Rear turn-signal lamps p. Page 16 General information Fuel selection In order to
maintain engine per- Service Point. The key number is stamped on the tag as in- E dicated in the
illustration. Type 1 Make a record of the key number and store the key and key number tag in
separate pla- The key fits all locks. All the keys have to be re-reg- does not start, we recommend
you to con- istered in the immobilizer computer unit. Page Keyless Entry System 30 seconds.
Page 29 9. Attach the screw A removed in step 2. Check the keyless entry system to see that it
works. Consult a worn out. Page 31 The battery life is 1 to 3 years, de- pending on usage
conditions. Because the keyless operation key continual- ly receives signals, strong radio wave
recep- tion could affect battery wear. When the ID code verification inside the vehicle Page 37
Locking and unlocking Even if you have the keyless operation key NOTE Ignition switch turn-off
reminder system within the engine start operating range, if the E Make sure you have the
keyless operation keyless operation key and vehicle ID codes key with you before locking the
doors. If the engine is cold, the diesel preheat indi- Minor noises may be heard on engine startcation lamp is on for a longer time. Page 41 Locking and unlocking 2. The engine is stopped,
but the audio system and oth- 1. Never attempt to start the engine by push- ing or pulling the
vehicle. Page 44 Locking and unlocking 8. Insert the keyless operation key into the emer- 5.
Make sure to remove the keyless opera- tion key from the emergency key after the engine is
started. If not removed, the keyless operation key could fall to the floor, which could dis- turb
the pedal operation. If the engine is cold, the diesel preheat indi- cation lamp is on for a longer
time. Make sure to remove the keyless opera- When the engine has not been started within tion
key from the emergency key after about 5 seconds after the diesel preheat indi- the engine is
started. Page 47 2. Page 52 Locking and unlocking 4. Press the switch again within 2 seconds. E
The security alarm system is for alerting the sur- rounding area of suspicious behaviour to
prevent un- lawful entry into the vehicle by operating an alarm if a door, the trunk lid or the
bonnet is opened when the vehicle has not been unlocked using the keyless entry system or the
keyless operation func Cancelling the system Page 60 Type 1 may need to be replaced.
Nonetheless, make sure that nobody puts their head or hand out of the window when closing a
window. Page 65 OG1E12E Manual type In order to recline the seatback, lean forward slight- ly,
pull the seatback lock lever up, and then lean Folding the seatbacks forward When cleaning the
seat, do not use ben- 3 LO - Heater low to keep the seat warm. E zene, kerosene, petrol, alcohol,

or other or- The passenger and luggage compartments can be ganic solvents; Page Head
Restraints Seat and seat belts Head restraints To return to the original position, push it
backward To raise the head restraint, move it upward. To low- level with the seat. Page Seat
Belts Seat and seat belts Seat belts To install Confirm that the head restraint is facing the
correct E To protect you and your passengers in the event of direction, and then insert it into
the seatback while an accident, it is most important that the seat belts pressing the height
adjusting knob A in the direc- are worn correctly while driving. No modifications or additions
should be The seat belts must not be twisted when made by the user which will either pre- worn.
Page 75 You are not allowed to tamper with the seat belts or their mounting in any way. X- Seat
position not suitable for children in this mass group. There are 3 attachment points on the rear
shelf, lo- the lower anchorage ISOFIX child re- cated behind the top of your rear seat. Page 85
Seat and seat belts 5. Latch the top tether strap hook F of the Installing a child restraint system
to a child restraint system to the tether anchorage 3-point type seat belt with emergency bracket
G and tighten the top tether strap so locking mechanism that it is securely fastened. Incorrect
repair or replace- The SRS side airbag if so equipped is designed to To reduce risk of serious or
fatal injury Page 92 Seat and seat belts Such conditions are shown in the illustration. Do not set
anything on, or attach any- thing to, the instrument panel above the glove box. It might strike
and injure an oc- cupant if the airbag inflates. NOTE When you transfer ownership of the vehicle
The following information is included on the multi-information display: warnings, odometer,
tripmeter, service reminder, engine coolant temperature, fuel remain- ing, outside temperature,
selector lever position, average and momentary fuel consumption, driving range, average speed
and meter illumination. Page Instruments and controls NOTE The fuel units, temperature units,
display language, and other settings can be changed. E Each time you lightly press the
multi-information When a tripmeter goes past Page Instruments and controls On rare
occasions, the value displayed for When the average speed is being displayed, The memory of
the auto reset mode or man- the driving range may change if you are if you hold down the
multi-information me- ual reset mode for the average speed display parked on an extremely
steep incline. Page OFF. Select the item to change on the menu screen 1. Refer to switch for
about 2 seconds or more to switch the following items for further details on the from the setting
mode screen to the menu For safety, stop the vehicle before operat- operation methods. Page
Instruments and controls Manual reset mode 1. Press and hold the multi-information meter 4.
Page Instruments and controls 3. Press and hold the multi-information meter 2. Lightly press
the multi-information meter 4. The memory of the operation sound setting 5. Press and hold the
multi-information meter is erased if the battery is disconnected, and it switch for about 2
seconds or more, the set- returns automatically to ON operation Page Instruments and controls
2. Lightly press the multi-information meter 1. Press and hold the multi-information meter 1.
Press and hold the multi-information meter switch for about 2 seconds or more to switch switch
for about 2 seconds or more to switch switch to select changing the turn-sig- from the setting
mode screen to the menu Page Stop the vehicle in a safe place and in- spect it. Page
Immediately stop the vehicle in a safe has fallen to a low level. There is a fault in the brake
system. Avoid sudden braking and high-speed driving, stop the vehicle in a safe place, and take
corrective measures. Page There is a fault in the charging system. Immediately stop the vehicle
in a safe place. Page Immediately have your vehicle has increased excessively. More than
specified limit water has ac- We recommend you to have it checked. Page Be careful of ice on
the road. The road can be icy even when this warning is not displayed, so drive care- fully. The
timing chain may be worn. Refer to the appropriate page for the system for further details. Page
Instruments and controls Screen type 1 Screen type 2 Solution Stop the vehicle in a safe place,
turn off the engine, and take a rest. Use this display as rough guide for taking rests during a
long drive. The interval from the start of your trip until this message is displayed can be set.
Hazard warning indication fog lamps are on. In this Service Point. Page NOTE If the warning is
displayed while the en- Immediately have your vehicle checked by a gine oil level is normal,
have it inspected. Rotate the switch to turn on the lamps. When the headlamps are subsequenttion, the lamps will remain on for about 3 mi- ized Service Point. Page Headlamp Levelling
Always perform adjustments before driv- may be malfunctioning. When the Do not attempt to
adjust while driving, as Authorized Service Point. Page Turn-Signal Lever You can adjust the
time required to operate the lever for the 3-flash function. Turn the knob once more in The
wipers will operate once. Page 6 seconds. Page Horn Switch Instruments and controls Horn
switch Do not allow objects to touch the inside of the rear window glass, damaged or broken E
wires may result. Page Economical Driving Starting and driving Economical driving Driving,
alcohol and drugs Speed At higher vehicle speed, more fuel is consumed. E E For economical
driving, there are some technical re- Driving after drinking alcohol is one of the most fre- Avoid
driving at full speed. Even a slight release of quirements that have to be met. Page Safe Driving

Techniques Starting and driving Safe driving techniques Carrying children in the vehicle Never
leave your vehicle unattended with the E Driving safety and protection against injury cannot key
and children inside the vehicle. Children be fully ensured. However, we recommend that may
play with the driving controls and this you pay extra attention to the following: could lead to an
accident. Page Running-In Recommendations Starting and driving Running-in
recommendations E During the running-in period for the first 1, km miles , it is advisable to
drive your new vehicle using the following precautions as a guideline to aid long life as well as
future economy and performance. Do not race the engine at high speeds. Page Parking Brake
Starting and driving Parking brake NOTE CAUTION Apply sufficient force to the parking brake E
To park the vehicle, first bring it to a complete lever to hold the vehicle stationary after the
Before driving, be sure that the parking stop, fully apply the parking brake lever sufficient- foot
brake is released. Page Starting and driving To adjust the vertical mirror position To reduce the
glare Type 2 When the headlamps of the vehicles behind you are It is possible to move the
mirror up and down to ad- very bright, the reflection factor of the rear-view just its position.
Place the lever A to the same side as the mir- Retracting and extending the outside ror whose
adjustment is desired. Page Heated Mirror Functions can be modified as stated below. Page
Ignition Switch The engine is stopped, but the audio system and oth- For details, we
recommend you to consult a er electric devices can be operated. Tips for starting In some
countries, it is prohibited to leave ly ventilated area any longer than is nee- Do not operate the
starter motor continuous- ded to move your vehicle in or out of the the key in the vehicle when
parked. Page Starting and driving When the engine is warm, the diesel preheat 2. Fully engage
the parking brake while depress- For vehicles with Twin Clutch SST, do not indication lamp
does not come on even if the ing the brake pedal. The diesel particulate filter DPF is a device
that The finned parts inside the turbocharger turn at ex Page Starting and driving Possible
driving speed E Avoid shifting down at high speed, as this may cause excessive engine speed
the tachometer needle into the red zone and damage the engine. Selector lever operation If you
need to move the vehicle, shift the selector Move the selector lever through the gate. Page
Starting and driving 3. Insert a straight blade or minus screwdriver 6. Insert a straight blade or
minus screwdriver Selector lever positions with a cloth over its tip into the notch A or in the
shiftlock release hole B. Shift the se- E the cover. Page Immediately have your vehicle checked
by a Move the selector lever through the gate. NOTE If you need to move the vehicle, shift the
selector For vehicles with the keyless operation sys- lever as follows. Page Starting and driving
6. Page Starting and driving The gearshift lever A has 2 gates; the main shift When the gearshift
lever is operated while The pull-ring D must be pulled up gate B and the manual shift gate C.
Page 1. The transmis- control mode When continuously driving on closed circuit sion
automatically selects a suitable gear ratio for tracks or at other locations where the engine
Control mode for normal your speed and acceleration. Page Warning Display 1. Depress the
brake pedal and stop the vehicle mains on or comes on frequently, have the vehicle in a safe
place. Use this mode for The selected control mode is stored in memo- under aggressive
driving conditions. E power distributed constantly and appropriately to Park your vehicle in a
safe place and stop all 4 wheels. Using tyres of different Do not crank the engine while jacking
up size, type, brands or degree of wear, will the vehicle. The features of this LSD ty. Do not
leave any objects near the brake E 3. Page Brake Assist System Starting and driving Brake
assist system Anti-lock brake system ABS When the brake assist system is in use, you may feel
as if the depressed brake pedal is E E soft, the pedal moves in small motions in con- The brake
assist system is a device assisting drivers The anti-lock brake system ABS helps prevent
junction with the sound of the ABS opera- who cannot depress the brake pedal firmly when it
Page Driving Hints Starting and driving Anti-lock brake system ABS Warning display type 1
After driving on icy roads E E After driving on snow or icy roads, remove any The anti-lock
brake system ABS helps prevent snow and ice which may have accumulated around the wheels
from locking during braking. Park your vehicle in a safe place and stop operating, which means
that the road is the engine. Page Starting and driving Accelerator pedal When you reach your
desired speed, release the Brake pedal switch. Your new cruising speed is now set. Depress the
brake pedal. Authorized Service Point. E In these situations, repeat the speed setting proce The
sensors do not detect objects located in the area directly below or near the bumper. Page
Starting and driving NOTE Reversing sensor system detection areas CAUTION Depending on
whether the vehicle is equipped with The buzzer may sound lower than the normal a towing bar,
you can change the reversing sensor warning sound when the reversing sensor sys- The
reversing sensor system may not op- system between the standard mode and the towing tem is
receiving ultrasonic noise from other Page The reversing sensor system may not prop- ly. Page
Rear-View Camera Have vehicle inspected ted to the area shown in the illustrations. Example:
Corner sensor left mulfunctioning When reversing, be sure to visually confirm safety around the

vehicle. When the vehicle is tilting because of the num- MMCS or the inside rear-view mirror. To
change the indication on the screen down with the weight of passengers and This may make the
distance to a projecting of the inside rear-view mirror luggage in the vehicle. When the imCargo loads precautions to be used have a special shape. Before driving and after travelling a
CAUTION short distance, always check the load to make sure it is securely fastened to the Make
sure that the weight of the luggage roof carrier. Page Trailer Towing You are ad Page Starting
and driving NOTE Overheating This will normally occur as a result of some me- The values
under item 10 can be varied de- chanical failure. Page OG1E12E The cool air from the ventilators
may appear E as a mist. This is due to moist air being suddenly Left Right cooled by the air
conditioning. Page For pleasant driving Turn the temperature control dial clockwise or antiCombination of unheated air and heated air For ordinary demisting clockwise to the desired
temperature. Select the de- E Use this setting to keep the windscreen and door Select the mode
selection dial to the position sired blower speed. Page For pleasant driving Disable automatic
air control: A sound will be made every time you push the NOTE Even when the air conditioning
operates, the switch. If a problem is detected in the air condition- air selection switch will not be
automatically ing system, the air conditioning operation in- controlled. Select the de- E When
the air conditioning operates with the sired blower speed. Control panel E Blower speed
selection dial E Select the blower speed by turning the blower speed selection dial clockwise or
anticlockwise. Page For pleasant driving 1. NOTE When set to 0, it will beep. Manual setting ton
2 to turn ON the radio. Page For pleasant driving AF Alternative Frequencies function If there
are no frequencies broadcasting the same The radio suc- Page For pleasant driving NOTE NOTE
Traffic information E If the SEEK button 7 to 8 is pressed, the ra- After selecting a mode, you
can leave the func- The radio will automatically tune in to traffic infor- dio will try to find out
another broadcast of tion setup mode by taking either of the fol- mation broadcasts while
receiving FM broadcasts the same program type as currently selected. Page For pleasant
driving 2. Press the TUNE switch 6 repeatedly to se- 3. Select the desired setting for each mode
to be NOTE lect the mode you wish to change. Insert disc with label facing up. If a folder name,
track name, or item of ID3 tag The CD player can display disc and track titles for The CD player
can display folder and track titles information has more than 12 characters, discs with
converted disc and track title informa- for discs with converted folder and track informa The
optimum acoustic character- Sound field Details The autochanger will select the lowest-numbered empty slot and switch to loading stand- E The CD can be loaded or ejected by pressing
the by mode. LOAD button 5 or the eject button 15 even if 3. MP3 files, the repeat mode causes
only files has been loaded in the autochanger, the au- The display window will display the track
number The autochanger can display disc and track titles The autochanger can display folder
and track titles The display can show up to 12 characters. If for discs with converted disc and
track title informa- for discs with converted folder and track informa- a folder name, track name,
or item of ID3 tag See the following section for the types of connecta- ble devices and
supported files. The Bluetooth 2. Press and hold the RDM button 7 until you hear a the track find
mode will be cancelled. Page For pleasant driving Playback starts from the folder next to the
one cur- 2. The display changes as follows every time To play USB memory device tracks rently
playing. Page For pleasant driving To listen to tracks from a device con- To pause the playback
if supported by the device To exit this mode, press the button again. Page For pleasant driving
To listen to a CD Press the button repeatedly until the desired track number appears on the
display. Press the mode selector button 3 and select CD mode. Page Inside of audio system is
hot. Internal protection against high temperatures. Power supply error of external device.
Remove the iPod. If the iPod indicator illuminates, the iPod cannot be authen- Reconnect the
iPod. Page Remove the USB memory device. Page Antenna For pleasant driving Antenna Do not
use a ball point pen, felt pen, pencil, Depending on the combination of the writing etc. Enter the
function setup mode by pressing digital clock adjustment. E Select the automatic mode or the
manual mode by performing the following operations: 1. Page Automatic Mode For pleasant
driving 4. The automatic adjustment mode can set the local 1. Page Link System 2. Page For
pleasant driving Call waiting and three-way calls can be used 4. Dutch, Portuguese or Russian.
Page For pleasant driving To select a cellular phone of corresponding music players will be
read 5. Page For pleasant driving 5. The voice guide will read out device tags of 2. Operating a
music player connected corresponding devices in order, starting with 3. Page For pleasant
driving Use the following procedure to redial. You can register 2. When the name has been
registered, the 7. Page For pleasant driving 7. When the deletion of the telephone number 6.
Page For pleasant driving phone book stored in the cellular phone will start. NOTE The transfer
may take some time to complete depending on the number of contacts. Page For pleasant
driving Enrollment commands E Phrase English French Spanish Italian German Dutch
Portuguese Russian 1 2 Page For pleasant driving 3. Storage capacity of USB memory device

Keep the lid of the glove box closed while Mbytes or more driving the vehicle. The moveable
ashtray can be fitted at the indicated E position. When using two accessory sockets or the If the
vehicle is equipped with the Page Storage Spaces It goes off about 15 Point. Card holder There
is a card holder on the inside of the glove box. E E These grips are to support the body by hand
while seated in the vehicle. If the curtain airbag was activated, any such item could be propelled
away with great force and could prevent the curtain airbag from in Page For Emergencies For
emergencies If the vehicle breaks down Set the parking brake firmly on each vehicle. Turn off If
the vehicle breaks down on the road, move it to If the engine cannot be started because the
battery the ignition switch. Page For emergencies models models diesel-powered vehicles
CAUTION Take care not to get the jumper cable caught in the cooling fan or other rotat- ing part
in the engine compartment. Use the proper cables suitable for the bat- tery size to prevent
overheating of the ca- bles. Page Engine Overheating For emergencies Engine overheating
Page For emergencies models, models 4. When the bar graph in the engine coolant temmodels, models without turbocharger perature warning display in the multi-infor- mation display
drops, stop the engine. Storage On 2WD vehicles with a compact spare wheel, pull The tools,
jack and tyre repair kit are stowed in the the luggage floor board A rearward to release the
luggage compartment. Page Tyre Repair Kit Take out the jack from its designated position.
NOTE The tyre sealant cannot be used in any of the situations listed below. Effect an emergency
repair without pulling out the object nail, screw, etc. Do not use the tyre sealant if the tyre has
been damaged by being driven when insuffi- ciently inflated e. Page For emergencies If you
shake the bottle after screwing on the hose, sealant may spray out of the hose. Page For
emergencies Fit the valve insert I into the valve G , and Point when you purchase new sealant or
dis- Point or another specialist and have tyre re- 1. Page For emergencies 3. Rotate the jack by
hand until the flange por- tion B fits in the groove C at the top of the jack. Page For emergencies
Slowly rotate the wheel nut wrench until the 5. Remove the wheel nuts with the wheel nut tyre is
raised slightly off the ground surface. Page For emergencies Tighten the wheel nuts until the
flanges Achieved by applying a force of to CAUTION of the wheel nuts touch the wheel and the
N at the end of the wheel nut wrench sup- wheel is not loose. Never apply oil to either the wheel
bolts or the nuts, or they will tighten too much. To store the flat tyre or spare wheel, fit the
installation clamp A by turning it clockwise. To remove 1. Wrap the tip of the bar with a cloth,
insert it deeply into the notch provided in the wheel cover, and use it to lever up the cover a
little. Page For emergencies 7. Turn on the hazard warning lamps if required 2. Follow the local
driving laws and then use it to remove the cover D that is lo- regulations. Turn on the hazard
warning lamps if required mount the towing hook C. Follow the local driving laws and
regulations. Page For emergencies 2. Cover the tip of the jack bar with a cloth, 5. Page Vehicle
Care Vehicle care Vehicle care precautions Page Maintenance Vehicle care Vehicle care
precautions Cleaning the interior of your NOTE Do not use cleaners, conditioners, and protecvehicle E In order to maintain the value of your vehicle, it is tants containing silicones or wax. E
necessary to perform regular maintenance using the Such products, when applied to the instruAfter cleaning the interior of your vehicle with wa- proper procedures. If left damp, mil- hicle or
wheel, be careful not to injure If the following is left on your vehicle, it may dew may grow. Page
Chrome Parts Vehicle care If a car wax adheres on a grey or black rough sur- 3. Dry the wheel
thoroughly using a chamois Wiper blades face of the bumper, moulding or lamps, the surface
leather or a soft cloth. E Use a soft cloth and glass cleaner to remove grease, becomes white.
Page Vehicle care If they are in contact, wipe off with soft cloth, cha- mois or the like and an
aqueous solution of neutral detergent then immediately rinse the affected parts with plenty of
water. Page Maintenance Service precautions Page Service Precautions We recommend you to
have the periodic inspection installed in the exhaust system. Page Bonnet Maintenance Bonnet
E CAUTION For petrol-powered vehicles with turbo- charger, to avoid the risk of being burned,
do not touch the air outlet A and air scoop B on the bonnet when the engine compartment is hot
when the en- gine is running or immediately after the vehicle has been driven. An incompletely
net securely from falling down on to your locked bonnet can suddenly open while models Page
Maintenance models diesel-powered vehicles 2. Switch off the engine. Wait a few minutes.
Remove the dipstick and wipe it with a clean cloth. Reinsert the dipstick as far as it goes.
Remove the dipstick and read the oil level, which should always be within the range in- dicated.
Page Specifications Petrol-powered vehicles with turbocharger may result in failure of the
mechanical assem- bly. NOTE Use of additives is not recommended since they may reduce the
effectiveness of addi- tives already included in the engine oil. Check the washer fluid level at
regular intervals Remove the lid on the trunk room right side trim. Make sure that your clothes
cannot be caught by the fan or drive belt. Page Maintenance To remove the direction shown by
the arrows to secure Checking battery electrolyte level the cover. Remove the clips A , and then
remove the E air duct B. Except for petrol-powered vehicles with turbocharger NOTE

Petrol-powered vehicles with turbocharger Be sure to install the plastic nuts in the cor- 2. For
petrol-powered vehicles with turbocharg- Check it once every 4 weeks and charge with low er,
remove the battery upper cover before dis- Keep sparks, cigarettes, and flames away current as
necessary. Driving with tyres that are worn, dam- If they are in contact, wipe off with soft aged
or improperly inflated can lead to a cloth, chamois or the like and an aqueous loss of control or
blow out of the tyres The tread depth of the tyres must exceed Always use tyres of the same
size, same 1. Abnormal wear is usually caused by incor- E rect tyre pressure, improper wheel
alignment, out A compact spare tyre can be fitted tempo- of balance wheel, or severe braking.
The E Observe permissible maximum speed for max. Insert the wiper blade into the arm,
starting with the opposite end of the blade from the E E stopper. Make sure the hook B is fitted
cor- 1. Lift the wiper arm off the windscreen. Page For Cold And Snowy Weather Maintenance
For cold and snowy weather Fusible links Hinges and latches lubrication Check all latches and
hinges, and, if necessary, E E The fusible links will melt to prevent a fire if a have them
lubricated. Ventilation slots large current attempts to flow through certain elec- trical systems.
Page Fuses Maintenance Fuses 1. Open the fuse lid and pull to remove it. Move the rod A on the
left side of the 4. Remove the glove box fastener, and then re- glove box to the left side of the
box. The fuse boxes in the passenger compartment are located behind the glove box at the
position shown in the illustration. Page Maintenance Fuse load capacity Passenger
compartment fuse location LHD Passenger compartment fuse location RHD E The fuse capacity
and the names of electrical sys- Main fuse block tems protected by the fuses are indicated on
the in- side of the fuse lid LHD vehicles , the inside of Main fuse block Sub fuse block the glove
box RHD vehicles and inside of the Remove the fuse puller A from the inside 25 A: 20 A spare
fuse of the fuse box in the engine compartment. If any system does not function but the fuse 30
A: 30 A audio system amp fuse corresponding to that system is normal, there When using a
substitute fuse, replace with a fuse of Page Replacement Of Lamp Bulbs Except for vehicles
with high intensity discharge ble to repair or replace just the bulb. Page Maintenance Turn the
bulb D anticlockwise, and then re- W21W move the headlamp bulb with holder. Page
Maintenance down the washer tank spout and move the 3. Turn the bulb C anticlockwise to
remove it. Handle halogen lamp bulbs with care. The gas inside halogen lamp bulbs is high- ly
pressurized, so dropping, knocking, or scratching a halogen lamp bulb can cause it to shatter.
Never hold the halogen lamp bulb with a placement is necessary. Page Maintenance 4. While
pressing the tab D , pull out the bulb the clips A and screws B to turn up the E. Position lamps
except for vehicles with high intensity discharge head- lamps 5. To install the bulb, perform the
removal E steps in reverse. Pull the bulb out of the socket. Remove the clips A and screw B to
turn 3. Turn the socket D anticlockwise to remove up the cover C. Type 1 4. To install the bulb,
perform the removal steps in reverse. Page Maintenance 3. Remove the bulb by pulling it out.
Petrol-powered vehicles without turbocharger Diesel-powered vehicles 4. Never hold the
halogen lamp bulb with a bare hand, dirty glove, etc. The oil from your hand could cause the
bulb to break the next time the fog lamps are operated. Pull the cover out in the direction of the
ar- row shown in the illustration. When mounting the cover, align the hooks F on the cover with
the hole in the body. Push the connector D to disconnect and re- move the fog lamp. Page
Maintenance Rear combination lamps E Stop and tail lamps and rear turn-signal lamps 1.
Remove the screws A from the lamp unit. NOTE The gas inside halogen lamp bulbs is high- ly
pressurized, so dropping, knocking, or Page Maintenance Tail lamps, reversing lamps and rear
fog lamp B- Stop and tail lamp Tail lamp 1. Open the trunk lid. While holding down the tab A ,
pull out the bulb. E 1. Remove the screws A from the licence plate lamp lens B. Then, remove
the lens and gasket C , and withdraw the bulb. Insert a straight blade or minus screwdriver with
a cloth over its tip into the notch of the lamp assembly and pry gently to remove the lens. Page
Specifications Vehicle labeling Page Vehicle Labeling Specifications Vehicle labeling The plate
shows model code, engine model, trans- Vehicle identification number plate mission model and
body colour code, etc. RHD vehicles only E Please use this number when ordering replacement
The vehicle identification number is stamped on parts. Page Vehicle Dimensions Specifications
Vehicle dimensions E Item Vehicles with 16 inch tyre Vehicles with 18 inch tyre Front track 1,
mm Overall width 1, mm Front overhang mm Wheel base 2, mm Rear overhang mm Overall
length 4, mm Without high ground suspensions mm mm Ground clearance Page Vehicle Weight
Specifications Vehicle weight E models Item Without optional parts 1, kg, 1, kg 1, kg, 1, kg Kerb
weight With full optional parts 1, kg, 1, kg 1, kg, 1, kg Maximum gross vehicle weight 1, kg, 1, kg
Front kg Maximum axle weight The kerb weights related specifications are not applicable for
use in Sweden; The kerb weights related specifications are not applicable for use in Sweden;
the correct weights are stated in the registration book of the vehicle. The trailer weights related
specifications are not applicable to use in Norway; The trailer weights related specifications are
not applicable to use in Norway; the correct maximum weights are stated in the registration

book of the vehicle. The trailer weights related specifications are not applicable for use in
Switzerland. Page Specifications NOTE The values shown above apply to a vehicle on which
optional equipment has not been fitted. The results given do not express or imply any guarantee
of the fuel consumption of the particular vehicle. The vehicle itself has not been tested and
there are inevitably differences between individual vehicles of the same model. In addition, this
vehicle may incor- porate particular modifications. Page Alphabetical index Bulb capacity Bulb
capacity Tissue holder Replacement Snow tyres Tools Rear window demister switch Spare
wheel Storage Rear-view camera Spark plug Towing ,, Rear-view mirror Specifications Trailer
towing Inside Starting ,, Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Fuse box
diagram fuse layout , location, and assignment of fuses and relays Mitsubishi Lancer IX , , , , , , ,
To prevent damage to the electrical system from short-circuiting or overloading, each individual
circuit is equipped with a fuse. Use the fuse location diagrams and the matching tables, to
check the fuse that is related to the problem. Look through the clear side of the fuse to see if the
metal wire inside is separated. If it is, the fuse is blown and should be replaced. Use a fuse
puller placed on the interior fuse box cover to remove the fuses. Clamp it on the fuse you wish
to remove, and pull the fuse straight out from the fuse block. Insert a new fuse of the same
capacity securely into the appropriate slot. If the fuse is not blown, something else must be
causing the problem. Have the system inspected by your authorized Mitsubishi Motors dealer or
a repair facility of your choice. The fuse blocks in the passenger compartment are located
behind the storage compartment to the left of the steering wheel. Open the storage
compartment and pull it towards you while lifting it up to remove it. In the engine compartment,
the fuse block is located as shown in the illustration. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Do not repair fuses and never use a
fuse with a capacity greater than the one listed or any substitute, such as wire, foil, etc. This
would cause the circuit wiring to heat up and c
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ould cause a fire. If the replacement fuse blows again after a short time, have the electrical
system checked by an authorized Mitsubishi Motors dealer or a repair facility of your choice to
find and correct the cause. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary.

